
PURO²XYGEN P500 - Hepa Air Purifier for Home, Up to 1650 sq ft Large Room Air Purifier, 
Multi-Stage Air Cleaner for Smoke, Odor, Dust, Pet Dander 
 
Check out PURO²XYGEN P500 main features below: 
 

 Rapid Air Purification: Add a fresh element to any space with air purifiers for home large room 
designed to clean 550 sq ft/hr, 1100 sq ft/2 hrs, 1650 sq ft/3 hrs. Filters 99% of airborne 
contaminants. 

 
 Multi-Stage Air Cleansing: Capture particles just 0.3 microns while eliminating odors with a 

true HEPA filter. Crafted with four filters that last 3000 hours and a filter status indicator. 
  

 Seamless Ease of Use: Easily control your air cleaners for home through a Wi-Fi enabled app. 
Choose from a variety of modes, or switch the true hepa air purifier to Sleep Mode for noise-
free air filtering. 
  

 Automated Sensors: React to air pollution in real-time with the smart air purifier automated 
sensors. Every air purifier for home includes three speeds: two standard and one custom. 
  

 Bonus Extra Features: Get the most out of your air purifiers for bedroom with child lock, 
automated fan mode, a filter health indicator, and an adjustable timer. All complemented by ≤ 
56 dB noise output! 

 
Key Features 
 

Multi-Stage Air Purification 
Designed with a mesh pre-filter, HEPA 13, activated carbon, and cold catalyst filter for reliable 
air cleansing. Removes 99% of airborne contaminants such as dust, pet dander, smoke, kitchen 
odors. 
 
Smart Device Compatible 
Fast, easy pairing with Apple, Android, and any major smart device – all made possible through 
a Wi-Fi app. 
 
LED Filter Quality Indicator 
Real-time air quality indicator that independently determines air quality, while providing visual 
feedback.  
 
Ultra-Quiet Operation 
Seamless and quiet operation at just 40dB from a True HEPA air purifier for home.  
 
Hassle-Free Control 
Smart and easy control through a free wireless app to ensure simple and hands-free operation.  

 
Specifications 
 
 
Filtration: 4-stage Purification System  
Cultivated area: up to 550 sq ft every hour.  
Сleans up to 1650 sq ft in three hours.  
Speed modes: 3  
Power: 55W  
Noise: ≤41dB  



Features: Air quality indication, Filter health indication, Automatic mode, Wi-Fi control via app, Child lock, 1-
12H Timer 
 
 
 
 
What's in the box 
 
• (1) P500i air purifier 
• (1) Combination Filter  
• (1) User guide 
 
NOTE : Manufacturer reserves the right to change the package contents along with the product 
upgrade. 

 


